Green concrete
Concrete which is made from concrete wastes that are eco-friendly are called as “Green concrete”. Concrete that uses less in energy in its production and produces less carbon dioxide than normal concrete is green concrete. The other name for green concrete is reserve sourcing structures with reduced environmental impact for e.g. energy, toxicity, CO2 emissions, waste water.

Concrete wastes like slag, fly ash plant wastes, recycled concrete, mining and quarrying wastes, waste glass, incinerator residue, metal mud, burnt slag, sandblast, cinder, ash and sand and boundary sand. Green Concrete is a term given to a concrete that has had extra steps taken in the mix design and placement to make a sustainable structure and a long life cycle with a low maintenance surface. e.g. Energy saving, CO2 emissions, waste water. The goal of the Centre for Green Concrete is to reduce the environmental impact of concrete. To enable this, new technology is developed. The technology considers all phases of a concrete construction’s life cycle, e.g. structural design specification, manufacturing and maintenance.

Photovoltaic glass
Photovoltaic glass PV glass is a technology that enables the conversion of light into electricity. To do so, the glass incorporates transparent semiconductor-based photovoltaic cells, which are also known as solar cells. The cells are sandwiched between two sheets of glass. Photovoltaic glass is not perfectly transparent but allows some of the available light through. The PV power generated is considered green or clean electricity because its source is renewable and it does not cause pollution. In addition to energy cost savings, potential benefits from the use of photovoltaic glass include reducing the carbon footprint of buildings, contributing to sustainability, and enhancing brand and public relations (PR) efforts.

In environments where too much heat gets in with light, the reduced transparency can also ease on air-conditioning costs. Variations have been designed for environments where more light is desired.